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A beautiful orgonite pendant that strengthens the aura field & offers effective protection
against electromagnetic radiation (EMF).
Orgone amulets from Orgonise Africa – for effective radiation protection and energetic well-being.

Wearing an orgone amulet on the body protects our personal energy field from psychic and electromagnetic
influences. It is small enough to wear comfortably around your neck, yet its effect is substantial and completely
sufficient. Each of the orgone amulets offers different protection and support, depending on its material
composition.

"Hand of Fatima" is a symbol of peace and reconciliation that is revered in the Middle East by both Muslims and
Jews. The combination of the symbol with the orgonite matrix and special ingredients creates a powerful
protective amulet that strengthens your aura field and protects it from negative energies. Orgonite offers
effective protection against electromagnetic radiation (EMF) emitted from displays, cell phones, smartphones,
computers and WLAN devices.

The orgonite pendant is shipped in a small cotton case made from original African ShweShwe fabric. The case is
ideal for storing the amulet: it shields it against unsightly scratches and protects the surface when it is not used
for a long period of time. Wear the orgonite pendant comfortably around your neck. The practical sliding knot
allows flexible adjustment of the included fabric cord.

PROPERTIES AND INGREDIENTS:
✓ Orgonite mixed with quarts: (Matrix made of synthetic resin, metal and quartz crystal). Brings stagnating negative
etheric energy (DOR *) back into biocompatibly-orientated (POR **) positive orgone energy.

✓ Shungite powder: EMR protection, spiritual protection, grounding, clearing and detoxification, soothing and relaxation
✓ Black tourmaline: Stimulates the energy flow, has a relaxing effect and neutralises negative electromagnetic radiation.
✓ Amethyst: Concentration, mental clarity, inner peace
✓ Fabric cord with sliding knot: Simply wear the pendant around your neck. The cotton cord - decorated with a small
wooden bead - can be flexibly adjusted thanks to the practical sliding knot.

*
**

DOR = Deadly Orgon Radiation Negative form of the so-called life energy.
POR = Positive Orgon Radiation Positive form of life energy.
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